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Abstract: The role of decentralized trust and reputation management in the establishment of trust
relationships between peers in decentralized applications has been well-recognized. Several repu-
tation-based trust models exist in the literature. PACE is an architectural style for decentralized
trust management. PACE provides specific principles that guide the incorporation of trust and
reputation models within the architecture of each decentralized peer. However, a software archi-
tect using PACE to build a trust-enabled decentralized application must study the trust model
being incorporated, then design and build the relevant trust components corresponding to the trust
model, and finally integrate them within the PACE architecture. This design process is long and
tedious but essential. In order to address this, in this paper, we present an approach that facilitates
the automation of several parts of this design process in order to ease the burden on the architect.
Specifically, we first use the 4C reputation framework to generate an XML-based description of a
reputation model. This description is used by a tool called the PACE Support Generator to auto-
matically generate and modify relevant trust components and utilities as well as to modify the
existing architectural description that can be instantiated to build a trust-enabled decentralized
application. In this paper, we also present an in depth evaluation of the PACE Support Generator
in the context of the Distributed Trust model.
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ABSTRACT
The role of decentralized trust and reputation management in the
establishment of trust relationships between peers in decentralized
applications has been well-recognized. Several reputation-based
trust models exist in the literature. PACE [4] is an architectural style
for decentralized trust management. PACE provides specific princi-
ples that guide the incorporation of trust and reputation models
within the architecture of each decentralized peer. However, a soft-
ware architect using PACE to build a trust-enabled decentralized
application must study the trust model being incorporated, then
design and build the relevant trust components corresponding to the
trust model, and finally integrate them within the PACE architec-
ture. This design process is long and tedious but essential. In order
to address this, in this paper, we present an approach that facilitates
the automation of several parts of this design process in order to
ease the burden on the architect. Specifically, we first use the 4C
reputation framework to generate an XML-based description of a
reputation model. This description is used by a tool called the
PACE Support Generator to automatically generate and modify rel-
evant trust components and utilities as well as to modify the exist-
ing architectural description that can be instantiated to build a trust-
enabled decentralized application. In this paper, we also present an
in depth evaluation of the PACE Support Generator in the context
of the Distributed Trust model [1]. 

1. INTRODUCTION
Securing decentralized applications where distributed entities inter-
act directly with each other in the absence of a central authority is
challenging. In open decentralized applications, any peer can freely
enter the system. This makes the system vulnerable to attacks from
malicious peers. Therefore, peers need to arm themselves with per-
sonal protective measures to defend themselves against these mali-
cious attacks. Trust management has been proven to provide
effective measures to assist peers in this task of self-protection [10].
A number of trust models have therefore been developed by the
research community [3, 5]. 

While research has flourished in designing trust models for decen-
tralized systems, the question of how to incorporate those trust

models into a decentralized architecture of a system has received
little attention. PACE [4], an event-based architectural style is the
first successful attempt to respond to the need of composing trust
models into a decentralized architecture of a system. PACE pro-
vides structured and detailed guidance on the integration of trust
models into a decentralized entity�s architecture. PACE specifies
what components should be included inside a peer�s architecture,
how those components should be placed in the architecture, and
how they should interact with each other. Despite the usefulness of
these guidelines, actually incorporating a trust model remains an
arduous task. This is because a software architect must first study
and understand a trust model, then design and build specific com-
ponents that handle trust management, and finally incorporate those
components in the architecture of the system.

In this paper, we present an approach that focuses on automating
several parts of this design process in order to better support a soft-
ware architect. Our approach centers around two software tools: the
4C prototype and the PACE Support Generator. The 4C prototype is
based on the 4C framework and enables the expression and creation
of XML-based trust model descriptions. The PACE Support Gener-
ator uses these trust model descriptions created by the 4C prototype
to automatically generate and modify trust-related components and
utility classes in order to better support application development. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 introduces
the PACE architectural style while Section 3 summarizes the 4C
model. Section 4 presents the PACE Support Generator and its
design and implementation. Section 5 addresses the evaluation of
the PACE Support Generator by presenting a case study that dem-
onstrate its usefulness. The paper ends with conclusions in Section
6. 

2. PACE ARCHITECTURAL STYLE 
The PACE Support Generator (hence referred to as PSG) tool is a
tool support for incorporating trust models into the PACE architec-
tural style. PACE stands for Practical Architectural approach for
Composing Egocentric Trust [6]. PACE tackles the concerns of
trust management in open decentralized applications. PACE is
based on C2 [9], an event-based architectural style. A C2 architec-



ture contains components and connectors organized into layers. In
addition, C2 imposes some constraints on the structure of the
architecture. One of the constraints imposed on the C2 architecture
is that components in a layer are only aware about the components
in the layers above and have no knowledge about components
residing in layers below. The communication between components
is achieved through event-based messages. There are two types of
asynchronous event-based messages, namely, requests and notifi-
cations. Requests messages travel upward while notifications
travel downward in the architecture.

While a more detailed description of the PACE architectural style
can be found in [4], here we present only a brief summary. The
PACE architecture of a decentralized peer is split into four layers:
Communication, Information, Trust, and Application. Layers are
composed of different components and joined by connectors. The
Communication layer is responsible for handling the communica-
tion activities between peers in the system. The three components
that constitute this layer are: the Protocol Handler, Communication
Manager, and Signature Manager. The Protocol Handler allows
multiple network communications. The dynamic creation of proto-
col handlers is coordinated by The Communication Manager while
the Signature Manager is responsible for signing requests and veri-
fying notifications. The Signature Manager digitally signs outgo-
ing messages with the peer�s locally configured private key, and
embeds the signatures and corresponding public key within the
message to enable transport over protocols that do not support dig-
ital signatures. At the receiving end, this included public key can
be used by the Signature Manager to authenticate the message.

The Information layer is used for storing data in the system. It is
composed of two components to facilitate the separation of the
internal beliefs of a peer from those shared by other peers. The
Internal Information component stores persistent data in the form
of request messages that originate from internal components. The
External Information holds non-persistent data which are in the
form of notification messages received from external peers. While
the External Information component allows only query messages,
the Internal Information component allows modification of queries
as well as modification of messages. The Internal Information ca
only be modified through request messages. When explicitly
requested, it is also responsible for forwarding requests for trans-
mission to the Communication layer. 

The Trust layer enables trust management through three compo-
nents the Key Manager, the Credential Manager, and the Trust
Manager. The Key Manager is accountable for generating public-
private key pairs to be stored in the Internal Information compo-
nent for message authentication. Once the credentials of other
peers are stored in the Internal Information, the Credential Man-
ager is responsible for managing them. Others responsibilities of
this component include requesting and revoking public keys when
necessary. The Trust Manager enables the incorporation of differ-
ent trust models. It is responsible for computing and assigning trust
values to messages received from other peers based on the trust
models used.

The Application layer is composed of the Application Trust Rules
and the Application components that are both application-specific.

The Application Trust Rules encapsulates the rules that are needed
to assign trust values based on application-specific semantic mean-
ings of messages, and supports different dimensions of trust rela-
tionships. The Application component represents local behavior of
a peer and may include user interfaces. Unlike components in the
other three layer, the components in Application layer are applica-
tion depend, therefore are not reusable across application domains.
The application developer is responsible for implementing compo-
nents in this layer.

3. 4C FRAMEWORK
The 4C framework allows for the expression and creation of exist-
ing and new types of decentralized reputation-based trust models.
It is composed of four generic sub-models that capture the basic
characteristics of most reputation models. These sub-models are
called Content, Communication, Computation, and Counteraction.
These sub-models described next are based on three important
functional aspects common to all trust models, namely, trust infor-
mation gathering, trust analysis, and incorporating feedback result-
ing from interactions. 

3.1 Sub-Models
3.1.1 Content Sub-Model
The Content model describes trust models in terms of their struc-
tures. A trust model can be structured or unstructured. In a struc-
tured trust model, peers are organized into groups. In this case,
reputation evaluation is based not only on individual reputation
information, but also on the group reputation information, which
can result in complex computation formulas for the trust values.
When a trust model is unstructured, peers operate on their own in

Figure 1. PACE-based Architecture of a Peer



managing trust relationships. Consequently, only individual repu-
tations are used in the trust evaluation since there is no notion of
group. 

Through the Content model, the properties of the reputation can be
described based on the structure of the trust model. In the case of
an unstructured trust model, the properties of a reputation consid-
ered in the 4C framework are expression, time to live, and context.
The expression property describes a trust value as been discrete or
continuous. When the trust value is continuous, a lower and upper
bound values that restrict the possibility of the trust value need to
be specified. In addition, an incremental value needs to be selected
when it comes to discrete trust values. The Time to live property
specifies if the trust model includes a time to live for trust values.
The evaluation of a peer can be based on one or more contexts. A
context can also have sub-contexts. The context property allows
designers to build trust context in the form of a tree. In the case of
a structured trust model, the reputation properties (expression, time
to live, and context) need to be described for both, individual repu-
tation and group reputation. Additionally, information such as trust
assumption can also be provided for the group reputation.

3.1.2 Communication Sub-Model
The Communication model specifies the type of the communica-
tion protocol used by the trust model. In general, there are two
types of communication protocols, access based and non-access
based. The access based communication protocol is composed of
four steps. In the first step, the interested peer queries its own trust
values from other peers. In the second step, peers who have the
requested trust values respond to the query. Peers that don�t have
the requested trust values take no actions. Once the interested peer
finishes gathering all the responses, it proceeds to the third step,
which is requesting for the needed resource from the peer owner
and at the same presents its trust values to the peer owner to dem-
onstrate its trustworthiness. In the final step, if the peer owner ends
up trusting the interested peer after evaluation, than it grants access
to its resource to allow the requestor to download it. It is import to
note that, for this communication protocol, it is the responsibility
of the peer soliciting to prove its trustworthiness to peer offered.
This is the opposite scenario for the non-access based communica-
tion protocol. 

The non-access based communication protocol operates in five
steps as follows. In the first step, the interested peer queries for the
desired resource from other peers. In the second step, peers who
have the requested resource respond to the query by alerting the
interested peer about their possession of the resource. Peers that
don�t have the resource take no actions. Once the interested peer
finishes gathering all the query responses, it proceeds to third step,
which is querying for the trust values of all peers who have
responded to the query. In fourth step, any peer that has the
requested trust values respond to the query. In the final, based on
the trust values provided, the interested peer evaluates the trust-
worthiness of the peer owners of the resource. After ranking the
peers according to the level of their reputations, the interested peer
selects a peer owner and interacts with it to download the resource.
Unlike the access based communication protocol, in this protocol,
it is the responsibility of the peer requestor to assure that peer
owner of the resource in trustworthy.

3.1.3 Computation Sub-Model
The Computation model expresses the trust evaluation formula for
the trust model. The computation of the trust formula can be based
on personal pass experience, recommendation, or both. The gen-
eral formula for computing trust values of peers is defined as fol-
lows: 

TV = (alpha*P + beta*R)/(alpha + beta), 

Where, P represents the personal past experience of the peer, R
represents the recommendations, �alpha� refers to the weight asso-
ciated with personal past experience, and �beta� refers to the
weight associated with recommendations. 

In this general formula, there are three possible cases for the trust
value depending on the values of �alpha� and �beta�. The first case
is when �alpha� is zero and �beta� is not zero. In this case, the trust
value computed reduces to the value represented by R. The second
case is when �alpha� is not zero while �beta� is zero. This case
reduces the trust value to the value represented by personal past
experience P. The third case when both �alpha� and �beta� are non-
zero implies that both P and R are combined according to the
weights represented by �alpha� and �beta�.The assignment of val-
ues to �alpha� and �beta� is based on the trust model specifications
and is the responsibility of the trust model designer. 

The Computation model also provides a way to specify the type of
formula used when computing trust values based on personal past
experience and recommendations. The formula type may be a sim-
ple average of values, or a weighted average where weights can be
determined through period of validity, context, or recommenda-
tions.

The Counteraction model explains the feedback model used by the
trust model. The action taken by peers after evaluating the trust-
worthiness of other peers can be active or proactive. In the case of
active counteraction, peers are expected to inform the other peers
in the decentralized system when reputations values change in
their systems. Unlike the active counteraction, in the passive coun-
teraction, peers are not required to share the reputations informa-
tion to other peers. It is the responsibility of each peer to make sure
it has most recent reputations information shared by other peers.

A more detailed description of these four sub-models and how they
can be used to express different existing reputation-based trust
models is included in [8]. There are several benefits of the 4C
framework. The first benefit is that it provides a common platform
for designers to describe existing trust models. The second benefit
is that the framework will help designers to better understand trust
models, compare existing trust models, and compose their own
trust models in the future. The third benefit is that the use of XML
schema to describe the four sub-models makes the 4C framework
extensible so that richer expressions of existing and new trust mod-
els are possible in the future. 

3.2 4C Prototype
We have developed an XML-based trust model schema to describe
the four generic sub-models. The use of XML not only makes this
schema extensible for the future, but also allows us to leverage a



number of off-the-shelf tools that help create, edit, parse and vali-
date XML-based documents.

We have also implemented a Java-based prototype for the 4C
framework. This prototype is composed of a graphical user inter-
face that facilitates and guides the user through a series of four
interfaces each corresponding to one of the 4C sub-models. Within
each of these interfaces, the user can select the different character-
istics that he wants to incorporate within a trust model. Finally, the
user�s choices are captured and a XML-based description based on
these choices and conforming to the trust model schema is gener-
ated.

4. PACE SUPPORT GENERATOR
The PACE Support Generator (PSG) is a Java-based tool that facil-
itates the incorporation of trust models, described through the 4C
prototype, into the PACE architecture of a system. The main objec-
tive of PSG is to accelerate the design and implementation effort
required to integrate a trust model within the PACE architecture.
PSG achieves this objective by using the XML-based trust model
description to automatically generate relevant trust-related compo-
nents and utility files that are necessary for the implementation and
integration of a trust model within the PACE architecture. 

The PACE architecture of a peer is described using the xADL
architecture description language [2]. Any modifications made to
the architecture of a peer should be reflected within its architec-
tural description. Thus, when a new component is added or an
existing component is modified, these changes should be automat-
ically reflected in the PACE architecture description.

The automatic generation of new components and utilities files in
PSG is based on the detailed design of the trust model. This
detailed design needs to be targeted specifically to the C2 message
structured used in PACE. Therefore, the messages that must be
tagged as request and notification messages to enable the commu-
nication between peers need to be explicitly specified. Our
approach exploits the fact that the structure of these messages are
common to all types of application built in the PACE style. 

In order to facilitate the design and implementation of the mes-
sages, a data structure that models these message is necessary.
Such a data structure will facilitate the creation and manipulation
of messages in the PACE architecture. Since the messages vary
with trust models, the data structure needs to be trust model spe-
cific. Therefore, the PSG is designed to assist users, through its
graphical user interface, in creating the data structure for a trust
model based on its detailed design. Once the data structure has
been specified (whether completely or not), request and notifica-
tion messages can be created on the sole basis of the data structure
without needing any additional information.

Following the design of the messages and the associated data
structures, PSG provides a way to specify how trust values are
computed based on the messages and the computation model of the
trust model. In summary, PSG is composed of three parts: data
structure creation, message creation, and trust formula creation.
Trust-related components and utility files eventually created by
PSG are based on the information encapsulated by these three

parts.

The major benefit associated directly with PSG is cost reduction.
PSG reduces the cost associated with the design and implementa-
tion of a trust model by not only generating automatically the nec-
essary PACE architectural components, but also placing those
components appropriately in the PACE architecture of the system.
The PACE framework provides a Trust Manager component that is
intended to be used by a trust model for implementing mechanisms
for computing and managing trust of peers. Based on the descrip-
tion of the trust model, PSG modifies the Trust Manager compo-
nent to automatically add Java-based code that implements the
computation of the trust values. Furthermore, PSG supplies all the
necessary classes, interfaces, and generic methods that are needed
to implement new or existing components related to the trust
model. The generic methods are methods that automate the cre-
ation of request and notification messages based on the instances
of classes. The task of designers is reduced to creating instances of
classes and making use of the generic methods. In PACE, request
and notification messages constitute the basic communication
mechanism between components.

4.1 System Design and Implementation
The design of the PSG system is aimed at satisfying the objectives
set fourth in the previous section. Figure 2 shows the components
of PSG system. There are five separate components represented in
figure 2 that work in sequence in the following order: Data Struc-
ture Creator, Message Creator, Trust Formula Creator, and PACE
Support Creator. The role of each of these components is
described in detail in the following paragraphs. 

4.1.1 Data Structure Creator 

The Data Structure Creator component shown in Figure 3 allows

Figure 2. PSG Architecture



designers to create a data structure for storing and manipulating
messages related to the trust model. The management of a trust
model depends on the trust information exchanged between peers.
This trust information needs to be produced and stored before been
exchanged by peers in the system. Therefore, it is necessary to
design a data structure that can record all the necessary data that
needs to be embedded in the request and notification messages.
Toward this end, the Data Structure Creator provides a field for
entering the name of a class, a field for naming a data member and
drop down menu for selecting the type of data member. The num-
ber of classes as well as the data members of classes and their
dependencies depend on the complexity of the trust model. It is up
to designers to make such decisions when designing the trust
model.

4.1.2 Message Creator
The Messages Creator component permits designers to compose
the messages that underlay the functioning of the trust model. Any
trust information created by peers needs to be embedded into a C2
request or notification message in order to traverse the PACE
architecture. A C2 message is composed of a name and set of
parameters. Each parameter has a name that identifies it, a value
that contains the actual values of the parameter. Furthermore, each
value has a type. The type can be a simple type such as an integer
or boolean type or a composed type such a vector, list or class
instance type. The task for a user is to define messages and their
parameters based on the data structure. First, the user needs to
select the type of the message to define from the three provided
types: new, query, and update messages. Next, the user needs to
enter the name of the message and select the class to associate with
the message. Each message needs to be associated with only one
class. The classes and their data members created in the first step
are made available in the message creator window. Finally, the
user composes the parameters for the message by directly drawing
the data members of the associated class as needed. In other words,

the data members of the classes become the parameters for the
messages. The parameters can be a normal parameter, a request
parameter, or an update parameter. Basing message creation solely
on the data structure is important in keeping the design consistent
and facilitating the implementation effort. Figure 4 presents a
snapshot of the Message Creator.

4.1.3 Trust Formula Creator
The Reputation Creator helps users in creating the formula for
computing trust values, which determine the trustworthiness of
peers. Trust models have different ways of evaluating the reputa-
tions of peers. The trust formula can be simple, based only on per-
sonal past experience or recommendation. It can be also complex,
based not only on personal past experience and recommendation,
but also based on some weights that are associated with peers or
resources based on criteria such as friendship or time. In the case
when only personal pass experience is used, peers use only the rep-
utation information they have witnessed themselves in the formula
and ignore reputation information shared by other peers. In the
case of recommendation, peers compute trust values for only peers
that they have never interacted with before. The data structure
defined in the first step, the messages designed in the second step,
and the computation model retrieved from the 4C description file
need to be combined to implement the trust computation formula
for the trust model. A screen-shot of the Trust Formula Creator is
shown in Figure 5.

4.1.4 PACE Support Creator
The PACE Support Creator component is the engine of the system.
It is responsible for the automatic creation of components, utilities
classes and interfaces for the PACE architecture style of the sys-
tem. Before doing so, it first collects the data structure, messages,
and reputation formula created by the previous three components
and saves them into a PACE support description file. In case an
error occurs in the creation of any part of the PACE support

Figure 3. Data Structure Creator

Figure 4. Message Creator



description file, file can be can be retrieved and fixed to generate
the correct components and utilities files. 

Following the structure of the PACE support description file where
the messages and the trust computation formula are separated, the
PACE Support Creator generates two new components and adds
them to Application layer of the PACE architecture style of the sys-
tem. The first component is the Message Manager. All the classes
and messages that are not concerned with the trust computation are
assigned to this component. The Message Manager is responsible
for manipulating all operations associated with the management of
the request and notification messages other than the one that are
associated with the computation of the trust model. The operations
can be sharing trust information between peers, requesting trust
information from peers, or saving or retrieving messages from the
Internal Information of the architecture. The second component is
the Trust Evaluator, which takes care of the trust computation at
the Application layer of the PACE architecture style. The classes
and messages used by the trust formula are associated with this
component. In addition, the component organizes the operations
destine at the computation of trust values. This component depends
on the Trust Manager at the Trust layer, so needs to communicate
with it directly. Recall that the Trust Manager is responsible for
computing and assigning trust values to peers. These operations
need to be coordinated at the application layer by the Trust Evalua-
tor.

The Trust layer in the PACE framework consists of a skeleton
Trust Manager component, without any trust computation algo-
rithm associated to it. In addition to the creation of the two new
components, the PACE Support Creator modifies this existing
Trust Manager by adding to it the algorithm for computing the trust
value. 

Beside the creation and modification of PACE components, the

PACE Support Creator creates classes with data members as
defined by the Data Structure Creator. In addition, the PACE Sup-
port Creator adds generic methods to the classes that allow the cre-
ation of the different messages specified in the Message Creator.
Accessor methods such as get and set data are also added to the
classes in order to facilitate data access.

Finally, the PACE Support Creator creates an interface that encap-
sulates constants associated with the names of messages and
parameters. This interface is very useful in that it provides the
means for automatic code completion, which speeds up coding and
facilitates type checking.

5. EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the PSG tool, we have used PSG to integrate a
trust model into the PACE architecture of a decentralized peer. For
this purpose, our candidate trust model was the Distributed Trust
Model (DTM) and the application domain was a decentralized
emergency response application called CRASH. CRASH stands
for Crisis Response and Situation Handling. CRASH is a decen-
tralized application written in the PACE style that models a collec-
tion of governmental and non-governmental organizations that
cooperate in an emergency situation. In our previous work, we had
manually incorporated manually four different trust models,
including DTM, into four separate CRASH prototypes. This
allowed us to compare the two methods of building a decentralized
application - manual implementation, and PSG-assisted implemen-
tation.

The process of incorporating the Distributed Trust Model into the
CRASH system using PSG was done in three phases. In the first
phase, we described the DTM using the 4C prototype, which gen-
erated an XML-based trust model description. In the second phase,
we used PSG to specify the detailed design of the DTM based on
the trust model description. In particular, the PACE architecture
description file was modified to reflect two new components that
were added to the existing architecture. These components were
the Message Manager and Trust Evaluator that were added to the
Application layer of each CRASH entity. In addition, PSG modi-
fied the Trust Manager of CRASH to add the algorithm that com-
putes the trust values for the DTM. The utility files were also
added to the appropriate folders. This required the path where the
CRASH system resided in order to enable PSG to add the new
components and utility files in the right places. In the third phase,
we completed the implementation of the DTM by building upon
the generated component stubs and using the utility files.

Below we describe the 4C-based description of DTM and then
explain in detail how this description was used as the basis by PSG
to develop a DTM-enabled decentralized application. 

5.1 4C Description of Distributed Trust Model
In this section, we describe how the Distributed Trust Model was
described using the 4C framework and prototype. The Distributed
Trust Model (DTM) is a trust model based on distributed recom-
mendations [1]. This model uses two types of trust data, self-expe-
rience and recommendations, for evaluating trust relationship
between peers in the system. 

Figure 5. Trust Formula Creator



Content Model. DTM is an unstructured trust model, therefore
the Content model is concerned only with individual reputations
information. The trust values are represented by discrete values,
where the upper bound is 4 and the lower bound is -1. DTM
imposes explicitly a time to live for trust values through the
expirity date field. In the case of Request for Recommendations,
expirity is used to discard any old Request for Recommendations
that may still be circulating around in the system. In the case of
Recommendations, expirity is used to indicate the period of time
Recommendations are valid. When reputation of peers changes
over time, updating the information is handled through revocation
by setting the trust value to 0 and refresh recommendations by
updating the trust value with the new value. DTM uses context to
specify the characteristic or aspect of a peer to be evaluated.

Communication Model. The communication model used by
DTM is the non-access based protocol. This protocol comprises
five steps: Service Query, Service Response, Trust Query, Trust
Response, and Interact. In the first step, Service Request, a peer
requestor sends out a request for recommendation (RRQ) for a ser-
vice to its trusted peers as recommenders with the target peer. In
the second step, Service Response, when a peer receives an RRQ,
if it knows the target peer, it responds to the query with a Recom-
mendation containing the information about the target peer include
the trust value; otherwise, it passes the RRQ to its trusted peers as
recommenders. In order to avoid flooding the system with RRQs, a
cap on the number of forwarded RRQs that can be made for a
given RRQ is imposed. Steps three and four are not used by DTM.
Once the requestor peer finishes collecting all the Recommenda-
tions, it proceeds to step five where it computes the trust values for
the target peers. Through a ranking process, the requestor peer
selects the target peer to interact and get the service. Note that with
this protocol, peers are responsible for making sure that they are
getting resources from trusted peers. 

Computation Model. DTM uses recommendations trust data to
evaluate the reputation of peers. A weighted average formula is use
to compute the trust values. The averaging is done over the recom-
mendation trust values of the target peer given by the recom-
mender in each path. A path shows all the peers that handle an
RRQ from the requestor to the recommender. The weight in each
path is computed by multiplying the trust values of peers in the
path after dividing each by 4. 

Counteraction Model. DTM uses proactive counteraction
when reputation information of peers changes in the system. Any
peer that has issues recommendations are require to revoke or
request the recommendations the the trust values of the target
change. However, when peers acquire new reputation information
for peers that they have never recommended before, than they are
not required to broadcast this information to other peers in the sys-
tem.

The following table summarizes the 4C description of the DTM.

5.2 Using PSG with DTM
In this section, we present the results of using the PSG to assist the
implementation effort of the DTM. Recall that PSG takes as input

the 4C description file of a trust model and produces a set of com-
ponents and utilities files that are useful in the implementation the
trust model. 

5.2.1 Data Structure Creation
The data structure is decomposed into four classes: RRQ,
Recomm, RecommSlip, and Reputation. The RRQ classes encap-
sulate the information related to the requests for recommendation
messages. The Recomm and RecommSlip classes are used to hold
the information related to the Recommendation messages. The
Reputation class describes the information pertaining to reputation
messages and the computation of trust values. 

5.2.2 Messages Creation
Three types of messages are used in DTM: Information messages,
Query messages, and Update messages. Based on the data struc-

Table 1. DTM Description
Content Model

Model Type Ustructured

Expression Discrete
Lover bound: -1
Upper bound: 4
Increment: 1

Time to live Yes
Context Yes

Communication Model
Interaction Type Non Access-Based

Computation Model
Information Used Recommendation only
Trust Formula Weighted Average

Counteraction Model
Type Proactive

Table 2. Data Structure
Class data type

RRQ

requestorID
requestID
targetID
categories
requestorPKC
getPKC
expirity

String
String
String
String[]
String
boolean
date

Recomm

recommID
requestorID
requestID
recommPath
recommSets

String
String
String
String[]
RecommSlip[][]

RecommSlip targetReputation
expirity

Reputation
date

Reputation
targetID
category
trustValue

String
String
double

Table 3. 
Messages Paramters Values



ture created in the previous section and the 4C communication
model, the following message templates are composed.

5.2.3 Trust Formula Creation
The following formula correspond to the reputation formula cre-
ated in Reputation Creation component. The method that imple-
ment it was added to the Trust Manager component.

tv(T) = average[tv1(T), tv2(T),..., tvp(T)]; where 
tvp(T) = W(P)x rtv(T)
w(Pi) = [tv(R1)* tv(R2)*... *tv(Rn)]/4^n 

rtv(T) = RecommSlip.trustValue
w(Pi) = [tv(1)* tv(2)*... *tv(n)]/4^n
tv(Rn) = Reputation.trustValue

rtv(T): The recommended trust value of the target T given in the 
recommendation.
w(Pi): Weight associated with each rtv and determined by multi-
plying the trust value of all peers in a given path.
tv(Rn): Recommender trust value of recommenders in the return 
path including the first recommender and the last recommender.
tvp(T): The trust value of target T derived from recommendation 
received through return path p.

5.2.4 PACE Support Creation
Two new C2 components were generated based on the PACE sup-
port description described above. Message Manager, which man-
ages the messages at the application layer and the Trust Evaluator,
which coordinates the operations related to the computation of rep-
utation at the application layer. A snapshot of the xADL file that
shows the inserted codes corresponding to the two new compo-
nents is presented in Table 5 in the Appendix section.

The Trust Manager of the PACE framework were modified to
include the trust computation formula describes above. The imple-

mentation formula depends on the Recommendation messages
exchanged between peers. The generated method for computing
the trust value is shown in Table 6 in the Appendix section.

Table 4 shows the utilities classes and their methods that were
automatically generated based on the data structure and the mes-
sages. These utilities classes comprise generic methods that are
intended to be used to define messages based on the data structure.
Additionally, other helper methods not shown in Table 4 such as
constructors, gets and sets methods were also generated.

Finally, an interface that contains all the message and parameter
names were also created. This interface was very useful in com-
pleting the implementation of the CRASH system with DTM. A
snapshot of the interface is shown in Table 7 in the appendix sec-
tion.

5.3 Implementation and Evaluation
Once the trust components and utilities files were in place, the
final step was to modify the CRASH graphical user interface at the
application layer to reflect the changes. Two new tabs were added
to the user interface, Message Generator tab for manipulating the
messages and Trust Evaluator tab for managing trust information.
Necessary implementation was added accordingly to components.

The resulting CRASH application was subjected to several decen-
tralization-specific threat scenarios in order to validate whether the
DTM-enabled application reflected the characteristics of DTM.
These scenarios are identical to the ones discussed in [7]. We have
found that integrating the DTM model within the architecture of
each CRASH peer, helped each peer to guard against malicious
attacks such as impersonation [8]. 

6. CONCLUSIONS
Our main objective behind the development of the PACE Support
Generator is to aid designers in the incorporation of trust models
into the PACE architecture of a decentralized system. PSG
achieves this goal by automating the general tasks that are difficult,
tedious, and time consuming when done manually. The method we
adopted was to provide the PSG tool the capabilities of automating
the generation of new components, modification of existing com-
ponents, and creation of utility classes and interfaces using the
XML-based 4C description of a trust model.

To illustrate the usefulness and the effectiveness of the tool, we
have used a third-party trust model with PSG to design and build a

RRQ

REQUESTORID
REQUESTID
TARGETID 
CATEGORIES 
REQUESTORPKC
GETPKC 
EXPIRITY

requestorID
requestID
targetID
categories
requestorPKC
getPKC
expirity

RECOMM

RECOMMID 
REQUESTORID 
REQUESTID 
RECOMMPATH 
RECOMMSETS

recommID 
requestorID 
requestID
recommPath
recommSets

REFRESH_RECOM

RECOMMID 
REQUESTORID 
REQUESTID 
RECOMMPATH
RECOMMSETS

recommID
requestorID
requestID
recommPath
recommSets

REPUTATION
TARGETID
CATEGORY
TRUSTVALUE

targetID
category
trustValue

Table 3. 

Table 4. 
Classes Methods

RRQ createRRQMessage() 
deleteRRQMessage() 

Recomm createRecommMessage() 
deleteRecommMessage()

RefreshRecomm createRefreshRecommMessage() 
deleteRefreshRecommMessage()

Reputation createReputationMessage()
deleteReputationMessage()



trust-enabled emergency response application. Our evaluation has
revealed that using PSG significantly reduces the effort in develop-
ing trust-enabled decentralized applications compared to a manual
implementation of the same trust model in the same domain. This
is turn made the PSG-enabled design and development process
faster as well. Additionally, we found that the use of GUIs made
PSG a very user-friendly tool. 
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9. APPENDIX
Table 5. Components Creation

Trust Evaluator Component Type

<types:componentType types:id="TrustEvaluator_type" xsi:type="implementation:VariantComponentTypeImpl"> 
<types:description xsi:type="instance:Description">TrustEvaluator</types:description> 
<types:signature types:id="TrustEvaluator_type_topSig" xsi:type="types:Signature"> 
<types:description xsi:type="instance:Description">TrustEvaluator_type_topSig</types:description> 
<types:direction xsi:type="instance:Direction">inout</types:direction> 
<types:type xlink:href="#C2TopType" xsi:type="instance:XMLLink" xlink:type="simple" /> 
</types:signature> 
<types:signature types:id="TrustEvaluator_type_bottomSig" xsi:type="types:Signature"> 
<types:description xsi:type="instance:Description">TrustEvaluator_type_bottomSig</types:description> 
<types:direction xsi:type="instance:Direction">inout</types:direction> 
<types:type xlink:href="#C2BottomType" xsi:type="instance:XMLLink" xlink:type="simple" /> 
</types:signature> 
<implementation:implementation xsi:type="javaimplementation:JavaImplementation"> 
<javaimplementation:mainClass xsi:type="javaimplementation:JavaClassFile"> 
<javaimplementation:javaClassName xsi:type="javaimplementation:JavaClassName">pace-frame-
work.src.edu.uci.isr.pace.application.TrustEvaluator</javaimplementation:javaClassName> 
</javaimplementation:mainClass> 
</implementation:implementation> 
</types:componentType>

Trust Evaluator Component

<types:component types:id="TE" xsi:type="types:Component"> 
<types:description xsi:type="instance:Description">Trust Evaluator Type</types:description> 
<types:interface types:id="TE.IFACE_TOP" xsi:type="types:Interface"> 
<types:description xsi:type="instance:Description">Trust Evaluator Type Top Interface</types:description> 
<types:direction xsi:type="instance:Direction">inout</types:direction> 
<types:type xlink:href="#C2TopType" xsi:type="instance:XMLLink" xlink:type="simple" /> 
</types:interface> 
<types:interface types:id="TE.IFACE_BOTTOM" xsi:type="types:Interface"> 
<types:description xsi:type="instance:Description">Trust Evaluator Type Bottom Interface</types:description> 
<types:direction xsi:type="instance:Direction">inout</types:direction> 
<types:type xlink:href="#C2BottomType" xsi:type="instance:XMLLink" xlink:type="simple" /> 
</types:interface> 
<types:type xlink:href="#TE_type" xsi:type="instance:XMLLink" xlink:type="simple" /> 
</types:component>



Table 6. Algorithm for Computing Trust Values

public class ReputationComputation {
Map trustValueMap = new HashMap();
Map weightMap = new HashMap();

public void SaveReputationMessage (NamedPropertyMessage npm) {
double trustValue = (double)npm.getParameter(ModelConstants.TRUSTVALUE);
double weight = (double)npm.getParameter(ModelConstants.WEIGHT);
String messageID = (String)npm.getParameter(ModelConstants.MESSAGE_ID);

trustValueMap.put(messageID,trustValue);

weightMap.put(messageID,weight);
}

public double ComputeReputation (NamedPropertyMessage npm) {
double reputation = 0.0;
double sum = 0.0;
double sumWeight = 0.0;
int count = trustValueMap.getSize();
if (count == 0)
return ;

Set setMessageID = trustValueMap.keySet();
Iterator itr = setMessageID.iterator();
while (itr.hasNext()) {
String messageID = (String)itr.next();
double trustValue = (double)trustValueMap.get(messageID);
double peerWeight = (double)weightMap.get(messageID);
sumWeight +=  peerWeight;
sum +=  trustValue*peerWeight;
}

reputation = sum/sumWeight;

return  reputation;
}
}



Table 7. Interface for Message and Parameter Names

public interface ModelConstants {
public final static String REPUTATION = "Reputation";
public final static String RRQ = "RRQ";
public final static String RECOMM = "Recomm";
public final static String RECOMMSLIP = "RecommSlip";
public final static String REQUESTID =  "requestID";
public final static String RECOMMSETS =  "recommSets";
public final static String EXPIRITY =  "expirity";
public final static String EXPIRITY =  "expirity";
public final static String RECOMMPATH =  "recommPath";
public final static String GETPKC =  "getPKC";
public final static String TARGETREPUTATION =  "targetReputation";
public final static String WITNESS =  "witness";
public final static String TIMELIVE =  "timeLive";
public final static String AUDIO =  "Audio";
public final static String SPEAKER =  "speaker";
public final static String TRUSTVALUE =  "trustValue";
public final static String SOUND EQUIPMENT =  "Sound Equipment";
public final static String VIDEO =  "Video";
public final static String SUBJECT =  "subject";
}
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